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ASSESSMENT METHODS

JOIN US!
Changing the global trajectory on AMR requires broad 

engagement and novel approaches. If you have interest in 

contributing to the iAMR Project – as a core team member, content 

contributor or as a part of our outreach network – we would like to 

hear from you!

RESULTS

The team manages the 

following social media 

accounts (beginning in): 

Twitter (Nov. 2018), 

Facebook (Jan 2019), 

Instagram (Feb 2020), 

YouTube (Nov 2020). 

Over this period the team 

has created just over 700 

original posts (composed 

by the team) and 

accompanying media 

materials, divided as 

follows: 1/month on 

YouTube, 4/ month on

Funding provided by USDA-NIFA Award Nos. 2017-68003-26497, 2018-68003-27467 

and 2018-68003-27545.

OBJECTIVE
Assess the network building and communication efforts of the 

iAMResponsible Project on social media to meet the team’s core 

objectives to: (i) INCREASE CAPACITY to create and deliver 

educational content on AMR, (ii) facilitate the DISSEMINATION of 

research-based materials, (iii) effectively ENGAGE AUDIENCES 

of disparate backgrounds, and (iv) empower BEHAVIORAL 

CHANGE to preserve the efficacy of antibiotics.

Antimicrobial resistant (AMR) infections are a significant threat to 

public health. That is why a nationwide coordinated effort among 

university outreach programs to convey science-based knowledge 

on AMR dynamics to stakeholders, was established using the 

moniker the iAMResponsible (iAMR) project in 2019. The project 

title, “iAMResponsible”, is intended to convey that everyone has 

an obligation to understand AMR and learn how they can adapt to 

using science-based practices to mitigate AMR and preserve the 

efficacy of antibiotics for future generations. The iAMR project 

seeks to cooperate with related efforts to leverage resources and 

amplify dissemination of AMR-related educational information and 

to develop educational materials where gaps exist. One mode of 

outreach used by the team is social media. 

BACKGROUND

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

RESULTS

The total following for iAMR social media 

accounts is now just over 4000. The most 

frequently appearing keywords in follower 

profiles provides some insight into who the 

followers are (Fig 1). Preeminent among 

these keywords are “public health,” 

“antimicrobial resistance,” “infectious

Proportion of Social Media Audience Responding Affirmatively to 

Selected Web Survey Questions

40% Have a medical, doctoral or veterinary degree.

50% Said that AMR is one of their top health concerns.

65% Said they regularly tell others about AMR.

100% Said they considered iAMR a reliable source on AMR.

Social media activity alone can be highly beneficial for 

building a recognized brand, trusted worldwide by 

experts in the field. But other tools will be necessary to 

reach those who are not already engaged on AMR.

In future iterations of this type of assessment, new 

strategies should be developed for delivering audience 

survey. 

To this point account management has been identical 

across platforms, in future content should be tailored to 

specific audiences most prominent on each platform. 

Fig 3: average engagement rates for iAMR's social media content containing keywords or symbols; error bars indicate a 95% 

confidence interval for mean engagement rate.

The efficacy of social media dissemination was measured in the 

TOTAL REACH (the number of people who saw a post) earned by 

outputs, and the GEOGRAPHICAL SPREAD of follower locations. 

Both reach and follower location are measured by native 

(available from the social media platform) analytics tools. 

We used 

ENGAGEMENT RATE, 

provided by social 

media native analytics 

to measure audience 

ENGAGEMENT with 

our messages. 

Engagement rate is the 

percentage of audience 

who saw the post and

To assess the use of social media for motivating 

BEHAVIORAL CHANGE in the audience, the team 

developed A 20-QUESTION SURVEY with questions on 

attitudes towards antibiotics, AMR, and the iAMR project. 

Beginning in the spring of 2020, the team promoted the 

same survey annually on different social media platforms to 

determine attitude changes over time. 

The use of social media to BUILD 

CAPACITY for communication and 

outreach for AMR was measured by the 

following metrics: TOTAL FOLLOWERS 

and keyword search of FOLLOWER 

PROFILES (from Followerwonk.com) to 

determine in which fields network 

capacity was being built.

BUILDING NETWORK CAPACITY

DISSEMINATION

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

BUILDING NETWORK CAPACITY

iAMR posts have earned roughly 1,000,000 total 

impressions (948,266 as of Feb 7, 2022) on 720 total posts, 

or roughly 1300 impressions per post. Impressions measure 

only the times a user has seen a post they are not a 

measure of audience engagement. Therefore, while 

impressions function as a measure of dissemination they 

are not a reliable measure of the communication impact. In 

the examination of the geographical reach of iAMR

followers (Fig 2) it is evident that iAMR has a larger 

international than domestic audience, with a particularly 

large node in Great Britain. 

DISSEMINATION

Audience engagement with the AMR attitude and behavior survey has 

been extremely low and most participants respond to only some of the 

survey questions. Of the 335 total responses which have been logged 

during the past 3 years, many questions have response numbers as low 

as 9. As a result, we do not have enough data to statistically assess our 

survey results and present the following as results as instructional rather 

than conclusive (Table 1). 

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

For the 702 (as of Feb 7, 2022) posts iAMR generated roughly 21 

engagements per post, of those engagements roughly 2 were link 

clicks, about 5 were shares, and 9 were likes. The overall 

engagement rate is 1.53%, slightly above overall platform 

averages (0.07% on Twitter, 0.27% on Facebook, 1.16% on 

Instagram in 2020).

However, user engagement varies significantly based on the 

subject of the message. The highest engagement was associated 

with posts containing an “@” symbol (used to call out another 

social user). Whereas users were less likely to engage with post 

containing the words livestock, agriculture or prescription when 

compared to the overall engagement with iAMR’s posts.

BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Figure 1: Word cloud of terms included in the biographies of iAMResponsible’s social media followers. Created by Followerwonk.com

diseases,” and “PhD student.” Given this collection of terms we can infer that the iAMR audience likely has a strong interest in and awareness of 

public health threats like AMR. This would indicate that while social media has been effective at building a network among interested, engaged and 

knowledgeable people in scientific fields, it has done less for reaching audiences with little awareness of AMR, or outside of STEM fields.

Fig 2: iAMR’s global 

social network. Node 

colors indicate size of 

nearby audience, blue 

(1-9), yellow (10-99), 

red (100-999). 

CONCLUSIONS

Instagram and Facebook, 8-10/month on Twitter. 

All the media shared on the iAMR social accounts are included in 

the shared resource library, developed to curate and translate the 

latest news and research findings on AMR for a non-technical 

audience, these resources are available to the public at 

go.unl.edu/rw9c. 

interacted with the post in some way--interactions include retweets, likes, 

link clicks, follows, media opens, etc. 

We also assessed the relationship of engagement rate to specific 

message factors to further parse which messages and portions of the 

audience were most engaged. In this case we compared audience 

engagement rate to for posts containing specific keywords and symbols. 

The iAMResponsible project team will continue efforts to identify 

educational needs, produce and curate research-based content 

intended to improve public awareness about AMR, and improve 

access among producers, consumers, and stakeholders to 

research-based information about potential AMR-related food 

safety risks. 

https://go.unl.edu/rw9c

